INSPIRING HOBOKEN WOMEN TO SHARE LESSONS

ABOUT THIS BOOK

Welcome to Wisdom of the Years, an ebook commemorating the pioneering
efforts of incredible women who have learned to persevere through the
expedition of life. Get ready to discover bold breakthroughs, tearful
journeys and exciting moments of inspiration. The stories you’re about
to read will empower you to be humbled by your past and take great strides
towards your future.

In this book, you will read about life lessons learned. Hoboken Women share empowering stories told through
letters written to their younger selves. Each of us go through challenges and we must realize that there’s always a
silver lining. Our wish for the readers of Wisdom of the Years is this:
“May your heart be warmed by our words and may you always achieve your greatest potential.”
This ebook is a gift to all enterprising females within the Hoboken community and beyond. May you grow and thrive
from the lessons you have learned.

For more information on this ebook, please contact Elizabeth Barry:
Elizabeth Barry
908-670-1998
ebmarketing@yahoo.com
EBandAssociates.com
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It is a privilege to have created a legacy for powerhouse women. I hope to be a catalyst of change for continuous
inspirational conversations amongst female leaders.
Through this book, my goal is to ask all wisdom readers make a pact. Let’s carve a path for ourselves and for those
who walk beside us. It’s time to shine the spotlight on the journey that we call life.
If we can learn to bow our heads in gratitude for lessons learned, we can experience an open heart towards wisdom
gained.
By listening to the voice that lives within ourselves, discovering the “real” you becomes abundant. I believe that this
is a true gateway to embrace authenticity, vulnerability and strength.
With that said, and in honor of this book, I wrote a letter to the readers the who will fall in love with Wisdom of
the Years.

from the curator

To the fabulous and fierce,
Scripting a letter to your younger self is a sign of courage and self-leadership. By confronting past weakness, we can
dance into our future with freedom, confidence, peace and clarity. We can become more present in our daily lives. True
happiness can be found when you experience a deep understanding of knowing yourself and where you’ve been.
Wisdom of the Years is written to share the joy and bliss of personal introspection; a wonderful life ritual.
All women who are reading this now, please know- YOU are an amazing being of light. Honor yourself and commit to
trusting the process. Each lesson is a gift.
This book is meant to become a mini manifesto towards your next life shift. May you take it with grace and harmony.
With love,
Elizabeth Barry

Elizabeth Barry was named the first Hoboken Woman in Business of the Year and became the first Chair of the Women in
Business Council, remaining so for 4 consecutive years. She’s also the first woman to bring TED talks to Hoboken curating
TEDxHoboken and TEDxHobokenWomen. Elizabeth founded EB & A, a successful strategic marketing firm in Hoboken for
10 years and now resides as the Business Development Director at Inflexion Interactive. She’s inspired by yoga, meditation
and bringing women together in a positive and unique way.
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Life Lessons

learned through empowering stories

“Sometimes it takes a good fall to really know where you stand.”
- Hayley Williams
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Beth McGrath, Chief of Staff & Director of Community & State Relations at Stevens Institute of Technology
Beth McGrath’s work has been recognized with a Presidential Award from President Obama in 2011 and by the NJ Legislature in 2014. She is author or coauthor of more than 25 publications on STEM education and has led more than $39
million of competitive STEM education projects in New Jersey and nationally. She is a wife and a mother of teenage
triplets, Maggie, Kate and Matthew.

BETH MCGRATH

If I Only Knew Then What I Know Now
Dear Teenage Beth,
With wisdom gained through many more years of living and working than you have had, and the successes and mistakes
that have led to a greater perspective, I share with you a few words of advice that I hope will help you lead a happy and
fulfilling life:
1. Let the laundry pile up; let the clutter take over. Spend time with those you love without the distraction of your mental
“to do list” encumbering your enjoyment. Carpe diem!
2. Have confidence. Calibrate your contributions not by the degrees and credentials of others who speak, but by the quality
of their ideas. Yours are valuable. Share them without apology.
3. Under promise; over deliver. In all things and to all people—children, spouse, friends, and colleagues—be sparing in the
commitments you make and keep them. Period.
4. Enjoy the work. Take satisfaction in mastering a difficult challenge, in solving a thorny problem, in coming up with a
great idea. You don’t need external validation (although it’s nice to have), but take pride in the struggle and in your own
accomplishments.
5. Don’t be so hard on yourself. Don’t fret when you screw up. Everyone does, every now and then. And not everyone is
paying as close attention to you as you are. Move on.
6. Prioritize what’s important and work hard at those things—relationships with family and friends that really matter,
raising your children with integrity, doing your very best every day.
7. Laugh and make others laugh. It’s true what they say about “the best medicine.”
In the coming years, you’ll encounter lots of difficult challenges and times when you won’t know how you’ll get through.
You are resilient and strong. Suck it up and get on with it. You’ll do great!
With love,
The Older Beth
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Ashlee Kross, Founder, Ashlee Kim, LLC
Introduced to the world of fashion at a very young age, Ashlee found fashion to be an innate part of her DNA. Ashlee
established her first jewelry & handbag company in 2010. In 2013, Ashlee created an exclusive accessories collection
and opened her first showroom named Ashlee Kim LLC.

ASHLEE KROSS

Reach for the Stars
Dear Ashlee,
You may think you have it all figured out, but not yet. No matter how old you are, you are still learning. Choose your battles
wisely. Listen to your elders more closely and stop letting your own voice drown out the voice of knowledge. Surround
yourself with people who will lift you up. You know the feeling you get when you are around someone that is radiating
light? The feeling that you get when you know his/her energy is so positive and enlightening. Create a life with people
that complement the person you are. Always treat those people with kindness. Never let anyone try to dim your light. It
takes a life time to figure out who the real Ashlee is. Throughout your journey, be proud of the person you are and will
become. Stay true to yourself and always remember the morals and values you were taught. No one can ever take that
away from you. You may not always understand why things happen. Know that you are being guided and everything
happens according to plan. You will have heartache and pain throughout life. Try to understand that you are not a victim
of unfortunate circumstances. You are growing and acquiring wisdom to develop into a bright star. Balance work with
play. Try to enjoy life and remember the memories you create with yourself and others. In the end the good memories are
all we have!
Love,
Ashlee Kim
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Jennifer Iserloh, AUTHOR

A classically trained chef, certified yoga teacher and a graduate of the Institute for Integrative Nutrition, Iserloh is the
best-selling author of 50 Shades of Kale and Healthy Cheats, among other books. She has also generated thousands of
articles, blog posts and recipes for publications such as SELF, Health Monitor, Prevention, In Style, People, First For
Women, AOL/Huffington Post and Livestrong.

JENNIFER ISERLOH

Don’t Lose Your Hunger for Success
Dear Jennifer,
I’d love to share only two things that have been the turning point for you in your career, something that every seasoned
businesswoman has learned. You usually discover this after wrecking your nails by digging in the trenches, wiping away
some tears, many sleepless nights, perhaps a few too many glasses of Chardonnay and a mouthful of chocolate regret.
Being a success boils down to these two things. It seems so simple to me now, seeing it from the other side, but young lady,
learn these two things: the power of an energy redirect and doing the things you hate most, first.
Don’t feed fear, simply redirect your energy and attention. Make it flow into your work, by completing your to-do list,
and doing things in a timely manor instead of allowing anxiety to distract you from working efficiently. The past doesn’t
matter and get this – in a way the future doesn’t matter either! How so? When it comes to being a successful in business,
it’s all about the seeds that you plant in the present, and execution in the present with actions that have strategic purpose.
That’s what shapes your future like nothing else can. Certainly your past track record is important as you become more
established, but nothing bring in the bacon and accolades like fattening up the pig now.
Next, get comfortable with the uncomfortable. You know those things – the ones you hate to do that will really help your
career way more than you could ever imagine? So dive in and start focusing on networking, fixing your website, learning
how to give a charismatic speech, and my personal, much despised, hard-won skill -- talking in front of the camera! Start
your day with the thing you dread most and the rest of the day will flow like melted ice cream. Don’t get side tracked
by the small stuff because you don’t want to tackle the hard things. It’s like eating dessert before dinner, you’ll lose your
hunger for success.
I know I said there were only two things, but one last thing, girl! Never forget that you’re awesome. Own your beauty
and smarts! Accept compliments on your work and your appearance, and be proud of all your effort. Be supportive and
gracious with others but not at the cost of your own career, and find a little time to have some fun.
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Dory Kurowski, Founder, Owner, My Conscience, My Choice LLC and The “Choice” App
Dory Kurowski recommends leading cruelty-free and eco-friendly products to buy in lieu of commonly-purchased
products via a user-friendly website and mobile app. She has lived at various locales in the Tri-state area, is a former
equestrian, a supporter of many animal organizations, and resides in Hoboken with her husband and 4-year-old son.

DORY KUROWSKI

Fall Seven Times, Stand Up Eight
Dory,
Always remember: Life is a series of cycles. Every time you have hit your nadir and think you are “falling down a rabbit
hole” you will be able to get up. And, you’ll be more definitive about your needs, operating with a clearer perspective and
therefore as a stronger person. Know also that what you may think is your most challenging point in life can serve as an
important reference point in better days and the highest form of protection in the future. Consider your wisdom to be a
gift which has been gained from both pleasant and unpleasant experiences. “Life” will always get in the way, no matter
what, so always be prepared.
Also, do not get too caught up in the throes of technology. At a time when Facebook and Instagram control your
memories, iPhones control your interpersonal relationships and communications, people are “alone together”
functioning as e-crowds, and technology becomes a burden to keep up with, don’t forget your authentic self: your
joyful photographic memories, the warmth of family gatherings and laughter with friends, the pride of accomplishment,
and the activities that give you genuine happiness.
Get back to basics and continue to use handwritten notes, buck the trend and make a phone call!
Above all, remember that your passion comes from a place of strength and certainty, and that all your values and
experiences up to this point are powerful reminders of your purpose.
Go forth with your unwavering pursuit of a better life!
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Karin K. Nastawa, Owner/Digital Marketing Consultant, VinEatsi
Karin moved to Hoboken to start a new life and uncover her passions. She discovered many, including writing and
wine, to which she has now dedicates her professional career. She currently consults on digital marketing projects for
food & wine brands and relentlessly searches for the best $10 bottle of wine.

karin K. nastawa

The Gift Of Failure
Dear Karin,
Welcome to your new home. I know you’re heartbroken and unsettled. You had expectations of what life was going to hold
for you in another city. Walking away then moving away was one of the hardest decisions you’ve had to make in your 24
years. Your 20’s will be all about difficult choices, failure and missteps. I want you to know that’s ok.
Over the next 10 years you will fail many times: you will make bad career choices, exchanging happiness for money
because you believe money will bring you something better. It won’t. You will run toward many passions to find out they
aren’t for you. You tried; that’s what matters. Your heart will be broken many times. As you watch your friends fall in love,
don’t worry, your love will come when you’re ready.
Never stop uncovering new passions. Make time for those you love. Travel the world. Learn new skills. Meet people. Put
yourself in situations that force you to grow. And learn to see failure as a gift. It will be something you are presented with
many times over the next few years. Embrace it. It is through failing that you have achieved so many beautiful things in
your life and it has helped shape the incredible woman you are today.
Love,
Your older you
P.S. Don’t forget to have fun along the way. You take yourself too seriously.
P.P.S Remember that guy from college that you lost touch with? You’re planning a Spring wedding together. And he’s worth
the heartbreak it took to get here.
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Kelly Naughton, RN, RYT, Director, Flexible Rhythm Yoga, LLC
Kelly’s healthcare career began as a teen and prior to turning 20, she was as critical care nurse. Burnout, back pain, catastrophic family events and personal health challenges led her to Yoga in 1992. Yoga unraveled concepts about health
& healing taught in nursing school, leading to a life of sharing Yoga & Meditation.

kelly naughton

You Can’t Stop the Ocean
Dear Kelly,
Go to the beach and watch the surfers ride the waves. Get in the water and navigate them for yourself. Immerse yourself
in life’s waves. Ecstatic or tragic, life is an ocean and the waves will vary. If you try to place a dune in front of them there
will be erosion or epic storms that unleash the power destructively and they may be impossible to navigate. Let those
waves wash over your life and seek wise teachers that can exemplify how to ride them. You have barely gone below the
surface in locating your appropriate teachers. That is not your fault… or anyone else’s. However, right now tides are
shifting in ways you cannot see or imagine. There is a natural order to things that turn difficult situations into opportunities to rise up & become greater than previously imagined. Face the waves and through them, learn how to apologize
easily. Write about experiences in a journal and to be able to forgive, not only others, but to forgive yourself and start over
again. Read this letter every year and although the words will remain the same, what they reveal will continually shape
the future you experience.
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Jennifer Daure, Founder, Timeless Living
Jennifer Daure is a highly intuitive coach in the aeas of timeless goals. She specializes in Self-Expression, Love,
Confidence and Happiness.  She has inspired thousands of people around the world to honor their inner voice, create
their lives by choice and own their gifts unapologetically.

jennifer daure

Being You Can Change the World
Dear Jennifer,
Who would have thought that owning your power required re-connecting with your younger wise self? Growing up is no
fun for anyone. The world teaches us to tame who we are and dictates what is good or bad for us. Luckily, your mother
pushed you to be yourself no matter what. It worked until at some point in your life, you became a clone in a country that
was not the one you grew up in.
Even if it was by choice, I feel how hard it is to be somewhere where everything you know is challenged, where the language spoken is not your first and where all your senses of grounding are at bay. I understand that trying to blend in
seemed like the only reasonable thing that had to be done.
You also do know that the best way to learn how people work is to look at things through their eyes. And that is what you
did. You looked at the world from the eyes of a culture you were not born into. And in that moment in time, you quickly
realized that those who fit the majority, do not change the world.  
Keep being you, and changing the world you will do.
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Susan Pascale, Founder, Hudson Vibe Dance & Fitness
Susan has been involved in fitness for the majorty of her life. Dancer, AFAA certified group fitness/personal trainer
and licensed Zumba® instructor. Her company, Hudson Vibe offers personal training sessions, Zumba® classes, both
Zumba® Kids programs, ZUMBINI™ as well as strength training and NEW Mommy fitness classes. She is empowering
and helping this community to feel good about themselves through fitness and a healthy lifestyle. Celebrate Life!

susan pascale

You Don’t Need to Fit In, You Need to STAND OUT
Dearest Susan,
I’m sorry you have had to endure this pain for so many years. I feel your hurt every time others bully you. Please don’t let
them dim your light. You are beautiful inside and out, born with gifts and talents. Don’t live in fear worrying if others will
approve of you or if you will fit in. Hold your head high in confidence knowing you are a child of God. Don’t let anyone
stop you from sharing your talents and beauty with the world. Remember this world is a stage.
Jump that first hurdle of self-doubt and fear of failing. Demand the respect you so rightly deserve. Believe in yourself and
know that you are worthy of it all. Keep strong and stay confident in your abilities. Be you, and don’t let anyone change
the beautiful person you are.
I have come to realize that whatever it is you need to overcome will present itself to you in many different ways until you
confront it. This is how we grow to our full potential. Grow dear, sweet, and beautiful heart; and share your talents with
this world. Be joyous about this wonderful life; live it. Stand out and shine on!
All my love…
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Alexis Romano, Founder, Strive Solutions & Krank Hoboken
Alexis Romano has coached, inspired, and motivated hundreds of people and helped transformed their lives; not only
physically, but financially, emotionally, and spiritually. She is a successful network marketer in a nutritional company
& owner of Krank Hoboken and living her true passion.

Alexis romano

Step Out in Boldness
Dear Younger Self,
Be bold enough to live life on your terms. We all have a message to share that can help the world. They usually come from
difficult life lessons we’ve grown from and transcended in our own lives. We learn to find peace in the midst of chaos and
to live in the solution not the problem. I don’t believe in random chaos, as I know we all powerfully attract the situations
we require in order to grow and fulfill our potential. Life is a journey and you must be willing to go through the process.
Remember you deserve and require “fixing” your own “self” first before helping others. Broken souls can only give so
much.
Letting go flows off the tongue, but is often one of the hardest and most important concepts to embrace. Often times, the
same situations will continue to show up until we are ready to truly confront and let go. Find your voice and stand up for
yourself without anger and resentment. Choose your battles and go with your gut. In every situation, ask yourself, “Will
it help me or hurt me?” Step back, think and make the best choice.
Believe in yourself, be true to who you are, and let go of the fear about what others think. Worrying about what other
people think will keep you imprisoned, controlled, and paralyzed on a daily basis. You cause yourself so much unnecessary
suffering and waste time and energy. Rid yourself of those who are toxic. Believe in your abilities, step outside of your
comfort zone and follow successful, grounded and authentic people. Success leaves clues. Learn to create your life in peace
and clarity. Don’t expect someone else to hold you accountable. Wake up inspired.
Be a student of life. Continuously nourish your mind, body and soul. Live in integrity, know your identity and live in
authenticity. Be humble and leave your ego at the door.
Peace always,
Alexis
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Quotes To Empower
“Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom.”
- Aristotle
“Count your age by friends, not years. Count your life by smiles, not tears.”
- John Lennon
“May you live every day of your life.”
- Jonathan Swift
“Be happy. It’s one way of being wise.”
- Sidonie Gabrielle Colette
“Think before you speak. Read before you think.”
- Fran Lebowitz, The Fran Lebowitz Reader
“Turn your wounds into wisdom.”
- Oprah Winfrey
“The simple things are also the most extraordinary things, and only the wise can see them.”
- Paulo Coelho, The Alchemist
“Knowing others is intelligence; knowing yourself is true wisdom. Mastering others is
strength; mastering yourself is true power. If you realize that you have enough, you are
truly rich.”
- Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching
“If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door”
- Milton Berle

“Knowledge speaks, but wisdom listens”
- Jimi Hendrix
“I think I’ve discovered the secret of life -- you just hang around until you get used to it.”
- Charles M. Schulz
“The past has no power over the present moment.”
- Eckhart Tolle
“The measure of intelligence is the ability to change.”
- Albert Einstein
“Sometimes it’s not enough to know what things mean, sometimes you have to know what
things don’t mean.”
- Bob Dylan
“The desire to reach for the stars is ambitious. The desire to reach hearts is wise.”
- Maya Angelou
“Risks must be taken because the greatest hazard in life is to risk nothing.”
- Leo Buscaglia
“Wonder is the beginning of wisdom.”
- Socrates
“Wisdom is having things right in your life and knowing why.”
- William Edgar Stafford
“All knowledge hurts.”
- Cassandra Clare, City of Bones
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Lynda Layng, Plant-based Chef, Recipe Developer and Writer & Founder of Healthy Hoboken Girl
Lynda Layng is a Certified Holistic Health Counselor who empowers individuals to make positive lifestyle changes through nutrition
counseling, whole food cooking instruction and programs designed to support a healthier lifestyle. She is also the writer and founder
of healthyhobokengirl.com. She is passionate about real food nutrition and preventative health. When she is not in her Hoboken
kitchen, you can usually find her running along the Hudson River.

lynda layng

Honoring your Gifts and Talents, Find Your Passion and Trust Yourself
Dear Lynda,
The world is waiting for you. Go out and grab it. What you do and where you go will have a lot of different twists and
turns, but enjoy the journey. Have no fear, continue to learn and be of service to others and things will always work out.
You have so many gifts and talents and are always creating something. Mostly in the kitchen. Yes, teaching is a wonderful
profession, and will allow you to pursue many different paths. However, you have a much stronger creative drive inside
of you. Honor that and go after your passions, work hard and follow your heart. Making things with your hands, feeding
people, writing and helping others heal seem to bring you the most joy.
Life has a way of teaching you many lessons, some will be harder than others but it’s how you handle those experiences
will ultimately shape you into a better version of yourself. Don’t waste time in a job that doesn’t fulfill you, where you feel
bored and not challenged. Know when to exit and move forward. Trust in yourself to succeed and know that hard work
always pays off. It will bring you so much happiness and peace. Have confidence in your abilities and shine. Knowing
that there are many people around you that love and support you.
Wishing you peace and continued blessings always.
xoxo
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Talia Filippelli, LCSW, CHHC, CPT / Owner, Starr Therapy
Talia is a psychotherapist and the owner of Starr Therapy, with locations in Hoboken and Englewood, New Jersey.
She studied Psychology at Penn State University and received her Masters in Clinical Social Work from
Columbia University. She has been featured on CBS News and was voted one of NJ Family Magazine’s “Favorite Kids’
Docs” in 2014.

talia filippelli

You’re Never Too Young to Change Someone’s Life
Dear Talia,
I know you’re afraid you won’t be taken seriously. You wonder how many people will see you and say, “How can she help
me? She’s too young to know anything about life!” Remember in grad school when a client yelled, “What do you know? I
could be your father!” I know that memory still haunts you.
I’m here to tell you to trust your instincts, your education, your skills, and your heart. You don’t know it right now, but
next year, your schedule will be full. You’ll quit your full-time job at the hospital. And that back-up plan of working
part-time at a clinic will only last 4 months because you’ll get too many calls for private sessions.
Don’t be afraid to charge the amount you deserve. Believe that you are worth it. Be patient – your clients will come. Know
in your heart that you have a gift to share with the world, and there’s no room for fear on your journey.
You are never too young to change someone’s life, and you are about to prove it to yourself if you just hang in there. It
only gets better from here.
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Laura T Brayton, DC, CACCP / Holistic Pediatric & Maternity Chiropractor Owner, Hoboken Chiropractic + Wellness
Dr. Laura Brayton, DC, CACCP is passionate about inspiring healthy lifestyles for families, specializing in the care of pregnant
women and children. Utilizing safe and gentle techniques, she helpto optimize the function of the nerve system and
associated organ systems to support the body in self-healing. www.HobokenChiro.com

laura t. brayton

Trust The Process
Dearest Laura,
The best advice I can pass along that I have learned from life experiences is to “trust the process.” Even when you have
made the best plans with the best intentions, there is a bigger plan that is at play. “The Divine” has your best interests
in mind and when things are not working out as you intended, there is a strong reason. Through growth, contribution
and most importantly love, you will encounter better quality problems that you are well-equipped to handle gracefully.
Taking a step back from the current challenges at hand (which will continue to present themselves) allows for a clearer
perspective and therefore, you will move forward confidently. I am so proud of you for staying focused on your life’s
purpose and speaking your truth with an authentic voice. Your commitment to service inspires those around you. With
a delicate balance of gangsta and grace, anything is possible!
All my love,
Laura
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Dawn Catherine Pascale, Founder/Head Baker, Om Sweet Home™
When I think back to when I was a little girl all I could remember is being in the kitchen cooking and baking. To
make that childhood memory a reality is beyond exciting! And to finally share that with all of you is even more than
I could have dreamed! Founded in 2004 in Hoboken, New Jersey, Simply Home Goods® is a baked goods company
specializing in made-to-order baked products, both traditionally baked and now operating under Om Sweet Home™
specializing in vegan and gluten-free.

dawn pascale

If You Want to Attract a Whole Person, Be a Whole Person
Dearest Dawn,
One of my favorite quotes by Ralph Waldo Emerson is “What lies behind you and what lies in front of you, pales in
comparison to what lies inside of you.” There’s so much potential in each of us to do what we love and to do great things
for others, our community, and our planet. But first you need to be true to YOU! True to your intuition, true to your gut,
true to your feelings; trust them and you will never steer yourself wrong! I know it’s difficult especially when you felt lost
& fully immersed in that unfulfilling relationship but always remember to look internally and ask yourself how you feel.
Your true self (and God ) will always give you the answer.
It’s true, everything does happen for a reason. Allow yourself to learn from that experience and find the grace in knowing
you are a stronger woman, stronger soul who will never compromise your TRUE self for anyone else. If you want to
attract a whole person, be a whole person. I love you so much & proud of your growth; journey on!
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Elizabeth Barry, Founder: EB & A / Business Development Director: Inflexion Interactive
EB is a true entrepreneurial spirit. She yearns to make a difference in life and finds herself extremely involved in many
cool projects. 9-5, she’s a dedicated marketing guru. But 24-7, she embraces life, the people she surrounds herself
with, and the gratitude that comes with each new day.

elizabeth barry

You Didn’t Lose Something; You Found Yourself
Dear Elizabeth,
I know what you think you’re going through right now is the worst thing that could have ever happened. For whatever
reason, you are unable to be with the love of your life. Your storybook love has gone away. And your heart feels empty, lost
and hurt. You create images in your mind of a reunion, and this whole thing was a mere fall.
But sweet Elizabeth, you must be much stronger. You didn’t lose. You found who you really are. And you stand for that
now. Your wisdom has risen.
You will love again. And you will never lose yourself in another relationship. Your passion, spirit and truth have gained
so much knowledge thanks to this experience. And you will understand that: “It is the love you have for yourself that
matters most.”
Your wish to discover a love that will hold your hand, sit beside you with iced-tea, dangling your feet on a porch swing at
80 years old; grey hair, and a poetry book to be read aloud, will come. But you must see through the cloudy skies and look
at what you’ve gained within your soul.
You will get through this.
Never forget to love yourself, first. The rest will always fall into place thereafter…
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Kristen Mangione, Founder & Director, ZenSpace
Kristen Mangione is the founder and director of ZenSpace, Hoboken’s first and only truly holistic center. Additionally,
she is the creator of ZenMoves, meditation for people who don’t want to sit still. Her mission is to lead overworked,
burned out professionals into greater calm, ease and satisfaction.

kristen mangione

Way More Than Enough
Dear Kristen,
You are WAY more than enough.
I know right now it doesn’t seem like it. You are.
It seems like if you could just be more, do more, try harder, it would work out. That’s not why it isn’t working out.
Right now you may doubt absolutely everything you believe in. How could what you want suddenly have turned sour,
leaving you reeling and feeling empty? Your dream job just turned out to be your worst nightmare. Where the hell do you
go from here?
From here it will be a long, twisting terrain. The supposed detours and wrong turns into other areas- places like healing,
energy work, and owning a business will actually take you where you want to go. You’re to become an Artist Entrepreneur.
You just don’t know it yet. The steps are uncertain, the route unfamiliar. Don’t be surprised along the way how often the
right person will appear at the right time, as if to say “Follow the Route THIS Way”.
Even more important is the knowing in yourself you will begin to discover. This is perhaps your greatest souvenir from
the trek. There will be times when you just know this is the right time to leave your current job, to take risks, to take on
greater responsibilities and stretch beyond your comfort zone. It may not be all figured out. That’s fine. Trust yourself.
Trust your instincts. Climb to the summit. You really have all you need to get there.
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Idit Or, Founder & Owner, A&I Nutreats

Idit Or was born and raised in Israel and moved to the U.S. in 2003. Hoboken, NJ is now her home with her husband
and five-year old twins, Ron and Lihi. She is a baker, avid runner, yoga practitioner, and rollerblader. She has a passion
for healthy baking using organic ingredients which led her to create A&I Nutreats.

idit or

Bring Your Desire to Fulfillment
Dear Idit,
There are times in life where one thing has led to another with no stopping point to think about; sometimes during that
journey you are afraid to share your debates, afraid of people’s reactions, and you end up making stories up in your mind,
convincing yourself to do things that do not always follow your passion. But then it will happen… a day will come and you
will realize that life is too short. Life is too short for us to live someone else’s dream.
Young Idit, we’ve all been through rough times at some point in life’s circle. When you grow up, you will realize that
apparently it’s inevitable. We need to pass these obstacles, and more importantly we need to learn from them. Listen to
your gut, listen to the inner voice that whispers and guides you in these moments, and be confident with yourself. Follow
your passion. I promise you, you will thank yourself for it one day. It might be hard to see the whole picture right now;
there might be people who will not like your steps, but rest assure that if you bring your passion and desire to fulfillment,
if you radiate your true self, all the other pieces of the puzzle will come through, just the way you want them to.
Follow your dreams, because if you don’t there is a good chance you will end up following someone’s else’s!!
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Christine Bridgelal, Business Developer, BCB Community Bank

Christine Bridgelal is a business woman extraordinaire. She is a Business Developer for BCB Bank, voted the premier
bank in Hoboken 2012. Working with Hoboken’s businesses and residents servicing all financial needs, she is committed to providing economic opportunity to our neighbors, while also supporting community service and charity
organizations.

christine bridgelal

The Future is Now
“… An optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty.” Winston Churchill
Dear Christine,
Take a moment and pinch yourself. You sure have come a long way. Who knew that those days of heading to the river
to haul water back to the family, would provide you with not only the physical strength, but the spirit to seek out new
worlds. Who knew that those days sitting next to dad, listening to the music of Johnny Cash and Neil Diamond from a far
off place called America, would lead you to a life in that imaginary world. Who knew that mom’s wise words telling you
that “the future is now,” would echo in your ears as you sit in a skyscraper surrounded by men in suits? Please know that
your incredible family that gives you so much love and support is still by your side, still giving you unconditional love,
still helping you dream with optimism and courage every day.
Just remember to keep smiling and laughing, because it is your smile that gives you the strength to persevere. The
perseverance that allowed you to arrive in America with virtually nothing but a dream, a dream that today includes a
vibrant personal and professional life right across the Hudson River, from New York, the greatest city in the world, in a
cool little town called Hoboken. It is an exciting place filled with bright, caring people of all races and ages. People that
that support you and even like Neil Diamond. And yes, don’t worry, they all love and kind of understand your accent too.
Love,
Christine
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Meredith Chartier, Owner, Bellamy Kitchen

Meredith Chartier is the chef and owner of Bellamy Kitchen, a prepared meal company focused on local ingredients
& sustainable practices. Meredith’s love of food and entertaining began as a child, when she was welcomed into the
kitchens of her grandmother, mother and aunt.

meredith chartier

Make a List
Dear Meredith,
As long I as can remember you have been a list maker. You organize your thoughts and ideas in a linear fashion and take
pride in crossing off each accomplished task. This is a list of reminders to take with you always:
You cannot control the universe.
Go with the flow and embrace surprise.
Unexpected changes will lead you to the most amazing experiences.
Control and organize what you can and learn from the rest.
Be thankful you are naturally organized and be gentle with those who are not.
Be open to new experiences, as weird as they may seem at first.
Create your own happiness.
All my love,
Meredith
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Allison Bartels, Founder, A Brighter Mile
Allison Bartels is a special education teacher for Pascack Hills High School in Bergen County. In August 2011, after spending
her summer babysitting, Allison Bartels began searching for a solution to help families find reliable childcare. Allison
realized that families entrust her and other teachers to care for their children on a daily basis. As a result Allison started A Brighter Mile, a website that connects parents with local teachers in Hudson and Essex County.

allison bartels

The Power of Education
“Sometimes the Questions are Complicated and the Answers are Simple”. Dr. Seuss
Dear Allison,
There are many things that I have learned throughout my life, and most were lessons I learned from moments of failure.
When you are unsuccessful, and you will be, remember that it is important to look at these times as an opportunity to
reflect and grow. Never be afraid of criticism or a challenge. Although at times reaching our goals might be hard, always
keep your focus on what you intend to accomplish. Remember to work hard, dream big and believe in yourself.
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Karen Nason, Owner, Hoboken Hot House

Karen Nason, known by locals as “The Plant Lady,” has been in the business for over 20 years. In 2011,
Nason opened Hoboken Hot House, a place for those seeking floral and home decor. All plants are locally-grown
and Grade A quality. Nason is also a singer who spent 20 years performing at New York City clubs and events and has
been the owner/manager of Jazz bar in Chelsea.

karen nason

The Best is Yet to Come, And Won’t it Be Fine
Dear Karen,
When you moved to NYC approximately 28 years ago, you had no idea while hanging out at Elaines every night on 89th
and Second that you would end up in Hoboken, NJ at this stage of your life. Well, after a great store and jazz bar in Chelsea
and many cool clients like Johnny Depp, you’d think that no store in Hoboken could ever be so cool. But Karen, Hothouse
is awesome. Life is awesome, kids are amazing, and all is most excellent. Keep going full throttle Cassie.
Love,
Me
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Laura Miani, Director, 6th Borough Search
Laura Miani is a long time Hoboken resident. She spent over 20 years on Wall Street, and for the past year, she has
been building an executive recruiting division in Hoboken. She is a Trustee of her children’s school, and ran for
Council at Large. She is a happily married mother of 2 kids.

laura miani

Fond Words For My Children
Dear Laura,
As my 50th birthday approaches, here are some things that I would say to my younger self:
1. Get out of your comfort zone.
2. Don’t let work get in the way of friendships.
3. Don’t put off children too long.
4. Find a partner who will make you laugh and does not need a clean house.
5. Don’t go too long without a vacation.
6. Trust yourself.
7. Reach out to friends and family when you need help.
8. Buy Real Estate before you are 30.
9. Try new things: learn to ski or scuba dive or dance.
10. Work to live, don’t live to work.
Don’t be afraid to make mistakes and enjoy life!
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“We need to accept that we won’t always make the right decisions,
that we’ll screw up royally sometimes – understanding that failure is
not the opposite of success, it’s part of success.”
– Arianna Huffington

Thank you for being a part of our journey. Reunite with Wisdom of the Years when needed and remember… no matter what,
you will get through anything in this life. Learn to trust your inner guidance.
The wisdom in this book is yours to recall your greatest power- your strength and gratitude for lessons learned.
Share these stories with your friends and write your very own chapter. What will your wisdom be?… It’s within you. Listen
to your own advice. The secrets revealed will open the doors to your soul.
“The best way out, is always through.” - Robert Frost
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